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The Objective
•
•
•

The ideal / need to recharge is when the compressor AC / clutch system is on & cycling & the
pressure reading is too low [before the "V"]
Concerns arise when the compressor does not cycle or pressure readings are too high [past the
"V"]
The end game is to have a cycling compressor & pressure reading within the "green" range

Checking the System with the Hose & Gauge Only / Before Attaching the Can
Note: Once you screw the can on to hose, you must not detatch from hose till the can is empty or
it will leak all remaining refrigerant.
1. Turn on the vehicle's AC system
> Set it to "MAX" &/or the fan blow / speed to highest
2. Attach the low pressure end of the hose [using the quick connect "with the click fit" feature] to the
low pressure port of the AC system
> Do not pull squeeze the trigger or the refrigerant from vehicle's AC will release
3. Set the red arrow [middle of "V"] to outside temperature
> Always set to the base temperature if you have a range
> Example, if range is 85 F to 115 F, use 85 F
No Problem / Ideal Conditions
4. The compressor / clutch is engaged [compressor is cycling], pressure reading is before the “V”
> If the pressure reading is within the “green range”, you are all set [you don’t need to recharge]
> If the pressure gauge reading is below the “green range”, proceed to instructions on how to fill
the AC system below [you have a shortage in refrigerant, perhaps a very slow leakage]
> If the pressure reading is zero, you definitely have a leakage in the system
Problem / Complicating Conditions
5. If compressor / clutch is engaged [compressor is cycling], pressure reading must not be in the red
> And if the gauge reading passes the "V" but not in the RED, pressure may be too high, so check
compressor / clutch
> Watch for the compressor to cycle on
> Fill the system cautiously [only half of the can]
> If gauge passes the "V" & in the RED, repairs may be needed or system may be over-filled
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6. If the compressor is not cycling, add half a can of refrigerant with caution
> Check if the compressor begins to cycle
> If the compressor clutch does not engage, repairs may be needed
7. Detach the hose quick connect then proceed with filling the system if all is well
Ready to Fill the AC System
1. Screw the can on to hose to attach
2. Reconnect the quick connect end to the low pressure port of the vehicle
3. Hold the can upright the shake it gently
4. Pull squeeze the trigger to dispense the refrigerant
> Tilt the can from upright to horizontal as you dispense
> Release the trigger every few seconds then check status of the gauge
5. Keep dispensing till the pressure reading [PSI] falls within the green range [or till the can is empty]
Things to Remember:
DO NOT OVER-FILL THE SYSTEM [avoid pressure readings in the red range]
> Refrigerant may fail to circulate & you will have no cool air in the vehicle's cabinet
> The system / compressor clutch may ceize
Instructions are different for each hose you may use
Compressor is dis-engaged = clutch is stationery
The recharge hose usually holds it's last reading after dispensing is complete
The low pressure port is between the compressor & evaporator on an aluminum tubing that has a
larger diameter
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Original instructions below are quite incoherent as composed by the manufacturers, AC Pro.
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